
PROJECT MEETING SERIES  

7 – Establishing a Project Rubric



A. (Facilitator) – Name one major 
activity/event to be completed within 
the project, such as a dance or a 
banquet.

INTRODUCTION



B. (Facilitator) – Identify a major 
component/task to be completed 
within this activity, such as 
decorations.



C. (Facilitator) – Provide a snapshot 
description for different levels of 
success for your component/task, such 
as Excellent, Good, Fair and Poor 
Decorations



Example:  GREAT SUCCESS DESCRIPTION - The decorations 

provide a “feel good, have fun” element, incorporating the 

school colors and mascot. They set the scene for the dance as 

a magical evening in a tropical Caribbean-inspired setting with 

a waterfall component.  This will be complimented with table 

settings using bold, graphic prints with an aquatic flair and 

vibrant summer shades.



Example:  GOOD SUCCESS DESCRIPTION - The decorations provide 

a “feel good, have fun” element, incorporating the school colors 

and mascot to create a deliciously warm evening within a garden 

patio setting.  This will be accomplished using greenery and 

tropical furniture.



Example - FAIR SUCCESS DESCRIPTION - The decorations provide 

an element of fun, incorporating the school colors and mascot in a 

small beach setting using sand and beachballs.

Example – POOR or NO SUCCESS DESCRIPTION – The decorations 

will incorporate the school colors using ceiling decorations and 

paper product for refreshments and table. 



D. (Facilitator) – Describe a snapshot for 
success for another identified task 
listed.



SPECIAL EVENT RUBRIC CATEGORY EXAMPLES

PROJECT:  Community Appreciation Project
PROJECT EVENT/ACTIVITY: Banquet
Project Characteristics/ 

Components

What does each level of success or 

understanding look like?
Great Good Fair Poor 

Theme and Decor
Agenda
Menu 
Service (Buffet or Plated) 
Invitations
Table Setting
Name Tags and Place Cards



SPECIAL EVENT RUBRIC CATEGORY EXAMPLES

PROJECT:  Community Appreciation Project
PROJECT EVENT/ACTIVITY: Banquet
Project Characteristics/ 

Components

What does each level of success or 

understanding look like?
Great Good Fair Poor 

Room & Stage Set-Up

Seating Set-Up

Accessibility

Photographer

Registration Table

Parking



E. (Facilitator) – Describe a snapshot of 
success for a personal task within your 
own project event.



Major Project Event: 

Major Project Task:

A.Describe a picture of GREAT SUCCESS for this task/component.

B. Describe a picture of GOOD SUCCESS for this task/component.

C. Describe a picture of FAIR SUCCESS for this task/component.

D. Describe a picture of POOR OR NO SUCCESS for this task/component.
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